Collection Request - Declaration of Responsibility
Company Name
Address

For further information:
CALL CENTER
E-Mail
Web

Pickup Address

+49 2232 78 1880
pickup@ncg-europe.com
www.mausergroup.com

Arrangement No.:
(for internal purpose)
Contact person

Loading hours
(please fill in)

Phone
Fax
Email

FILLING GOOD

IBC
Manufacturer

Pallet material

number of IBCs

Product name/UN-No.

Is one of the filling goods a hazardous material or dangerous good?
(Please mark with a cross)

Yes

Filler

No

Comments
Comments

The shipper declares, that the IBC meet the following requirements:
1.) IBCs are completely empty, that is free of drops, dregs or paste.
2.) All openings are hermetically closed with the original lids, taps
and caps.
3.) IBCs are free from outside product contamination.
4.) In a reusable condition; e.g. cage and pallet not be damaged or
in a state of advanced deterioration.
5.) The last filling good is clearly indicated; according labels, hazmat
identification and dangerous goods labeling are legible and
complete.
6.) If the last filling good was toxic, flammable, carcinogenic,
mutagenic or excessively hazardous or smelling, the IBCs have been
decontaminated and labelled "NEUTRALIZED"; IBCs do not
represent a danger for the workforce nor for the environment.
7.) No product other than indicated had been filled into the IBC.
8.) MSDS are available and will be submitted on request.

If the IBCs do not meet the conditions set out above, MAUSER or the
collecting party is authorised:
1.) Rejecting the pickup of non-conforming IBCs or returning nonconforming IBCs to the sender on sender’s cost.
2.) Charging the emptier for the disposal of product residues or non
reusable IBCs, e.g. when residues cannot be eliminated:
Residue 1,80 €/ kg; Material recycling up to 50 €/ IBC plus freight.
3.) Charging incremental freight expenses for pickups where the
number of IBCs does not match the number in the request.
4.) Please check the service conditions on
www.mausergroup.com/en/products/composite_ibc/69.html
for more information.

I agree to the terms and conditions set out above:
Date, signature

Please fax back to +49 2232 78 1888
www.mausergroup.com

